
     Edition Contract
    SubConscious Inc

Between undersigned:
M. ( lyricist )

M. ( music composer )

here after referred to as globally AUTHOR , on the one hand , and :
     Mr.

here after referred to as ( e) (s) the PUBLISHER other.

BEING PREVIOUSLY STATED that it is in consideration of the commitments made by the 
EDITOR to publish the work , operate and exploit it to the AUTHOR assigns expressly and 
exclusively the right to edit and property rights of reproduction and representation relating to the 
WORK . These are commitments and financial risk of publishing and continuing operations and 
effective followed by WORK made by the EDITOR that justify maintaining a management unit 

by the EDITOR during the period specified in this contract. Depending on their nature , the rights 
so assigned shall allow a AUTHOR collect directly from the EDITOR and / or copyright 
societies to which he belongs , remuneration that will be due, calculated on operating revenues the 
WORK .
It was agreed and decided as follows :

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article I -

1° Subject to the rights previously granted by him to authors and
except for intellectual and moral order attributes attaching to his person, AUTHOR gives a
the EDITOR who accepts the terms and conditions as hereinafter defined , the publishing rights 
and exploitation rights on the following WORK he owns :



Title of work :
Lyrics :
Music by:
above and hereinafter : the WORK .

2° The right to publish and operating rights so assigned include, subject to the reservations and
these exceptions, the exclusive rights of exploitation of the WORK in any form and by any means 
whatsoever and include the same reservations and exceptions, the right of reproduction, 
representation and public performance and, generally, the rights that are recognized and attributed 
to authors in their WORKS by law or regulations , judicial and arbitral decisions as well as by 
international conventions.

3° It is expressly stated that the exclusive right of exploitation has now sold
also use the title of the WORK . Using the title of the WORK as the title of a book under a 
different kind can only intervene on joint agreement of the AUTHOR and EDITOR .

Article II -

Subject to the effective operation of the WORK , this assignment is granted for a period of three 

(3) years , which may not exceed the duration of the protection granted to authors , to all their 
successors, heirs and assigns by legislative or regulatory provisions and judicial or arbitration as 
well as international conventions decisions.

Article III -

l ° AUTHOR guarantees to the EDITOR peaceful and exclusive exercise of the right to edit 
and
exploitation rights assigned him now against all troubles, claims and evictions
any . AUTHOR and EDITOR undertake to enforce these rights and to defend them against all 
attacks that would be brought to them.

2° AUTHOR said that he had introduced in his WORK no reproduction or reminiscence could 
violate the rights of others, and he did previously assigned or pledged. He agrees to indemnify, if 
the EDITOR of all expenses or damages that could result from failure to comply with this 
statement.



3° AUTHOR agrees and obliges his heirs and assigns to provide the EDITOR has all 
documents and complete all formalities required to enable it to ensure the peaceful exercise of the 
exclusive right to publish and rights operating acquired by him and enforce .

4° In addition, in support of its guarantee , AUTHOR gives the EDITOR now a general power 
intended to enable it to act in all circumstances and opportunities , in order to safeguard the rights 
which it became assignee.

5° AUTHOR , his heirs and assigns, agree that the EDITOR not, nor be responsible for , nor 

be deprived of the benefit of this contract in the event of failure of the talks, lawsuits and 
arbitrations to which the EDITOR would be required to participate as a plaintiff or defendant has 
the opportunity to exercise the rights that are currently sold.

6° AUTHOR agrees to report to the EDITOR , adapted by some means and any
modification of its postal and other contact information.

Article IV -

AUTHOR subject having been previously informed by mail of the EDITOR ,
recognizes that it may, in legal and financial terms of this Agreement ,
authorized agents , representatives or agents chosen by him exercising any rights that are 
currently sold.

Article V -

EDITOR binds specifically to the AUTHOR , his heirs and assigns, in
return for signing the publishing contract by the AUTHOR and scope of the rights , in 
compliance with all legal and contractual obligations on a publisher or an assignee of copyright.

l ° EDITOR doing with management companies which are members of the EDITOR and 
WRITER all statements , filings and formalities for good management and good protection of the 
WORK . It shall communicate the dates to the AUTHOR and send him one copy signed by all 

parties to this contract .



2° PUBLISHER agrees to graphically edit the WORK and obtain a publication of the 
musical WORK sold on a record, marketed under the conditions of use , and no later than twelve 

months after the signature of this contract . Whenever the WORK is reproduced, the 
PUBLISHER agrees to reveal the name(s)  or alias of the author(s) agreement(s) and do not 
make any modification to the WORK without the permission of the AUTHOR . EDITOR will 
ensure that its agents, representatives or agents, French or foreign, to meet the same obligations.

3° EDITOR and his successors has AUTHOR guarantee the effective exercise of the right of 
publishing and development rights currently granted and the transparency of the editorial 
management .

4° EDITOR , or its successors , acknowledge that no adaptation , including a
use in a dramatic show - arrangement or modification of all or part of
the WORK , shall not be permitted without the express prior consent of the AUTHOR .

5° PUBLISHER agrees to convey to the AUTHOR full copy , or basic conditions (duration 

and conditions of remuneration of the AUTHOR ), any agreement and / or contract with 
attorneys, as publishers, representatives or agents, french or foreign, and may have a legal or 
financial effect on the AUTHOR WORK under this contract.

6° PUBLISHER agrees to convey to the AUTHOR all information related to the transaction 
for the sale of its publishing catalog causing the change of the management company of the 
WORK under this contract.

7° PUBLISHER agrees to report to the AUTHOR , by some means and adapted , any
modification of its postal and other contact information.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Article VI -

The exclusive right of reproduction including in publishing and exploitation rights
currently sold by AUTHOR PUBLISHER has concerns all processes material fixation of the 
WORK that can communicate it to the public in an indirect way , including, without limiting the 
indications are : copying, engraving, printing, drawing, photography, recording mechanical , 
electrical, chemical , magnetic, digital, film , videographic .



Article VII -

1° As a result of the sale made now by the AUTHOR of his rights, exclusive and binding to all, 
as defined in Article I (l and 2 above) , has the EDITOR , it undertakes to publish, sell , distribute 
all reproductions of the WORK , in any form or authorize others to put outstanding reproductions 
of any kind, including as posted on a service accessible by digital data transmission network , 
especially the Internet.

2° EDITOR under resserve the formal consent of the AUTHOR , has the exclusive right to 
reproduce , publish, sell , distribute in any way any translations , adaptations ( with the exception of 
audiovisual adaptations that are the subject of the contract of assignment of the right of audiovisual 
adaptation in accordance with Article L.131 -3 paragraph 3 of the Code of intellectual Property 
hereinafter ICC) versions , transcripts , discounts, and all arrangements , short , fragments and 
extracts the WORK .

3° PUBLISHER has the right to authorize a third party to make and release some or all of
reproductions and publications referred to in paragraphs l and 2 of this Article, subject to 
compliance with the provisions of Article VI , 4 and 5 .

4° AUTHOR who brings his right mechanical reproduction has SACEM or ACE, or entrusted 
with the administration of the law, by way of contribution or money , has MRSA or any other
body, it is expressly understood that the management of mechanical rights on WORK shall be 
exercised by the agency that authorized under the terms of supply or contracts written, and that 
during the period of validity of such contracts. The implementation of the management of 
mechanical reproduction rights in the WORK with another company authors as mentioned above 
could only take formal agreement on the PUBLISHER and AUTHOR , otherwise this 
contract would be purely and simply canceled .

Article VIII -

EDITOR is committed to ensuring a AUTHOR WORK has an operating

commercial , continuous and sustained , graphics and sound , as well as commercial distribution
accordance with the practices and commitments in Article VI of this Agreement.



RIGHT OF REPRESENTATION AND PUBLIC PERFORMANCE

Article IX -

l° It should be noted here that under Article I of this Agreement by this assignment
AUTHOR of its rights, including , subject to the proviso contained in Article I, the assignment of 
the right of representation and public performance of the AUTHOR on said WORK and this 

sale is subject to all general clauses included in this contract.

2 Therefore , subject to contributions made or give mandates respectively by
parties SACEM and stipulations of 5 of Article VI , this contract has given the EDITOR the 
exclusive right to authorize itself or by agents, representatives and agents chosen by him, the 
communication to the public the WORK by all known methods and means including, without 
limiting these particulars by :

Public Recitation
Execution lyrics
dramatic representation
public Presentation
Public Viewing -
Transmission in a public place of WORK televised. *

REMUNERATION OF THE AUTHOR

Article X -

In consideration for the assignment of the right to publish and exclusive exploitation rights
and binding to all, with the exception of intellectual and moral order attributes included in the law,
AUTHOR agrees that it under Article I of this Agreement, the PUBLISHER agrees to pay to 
the AUTHOR :

l° A fee of Seventy Percent (70%) calculated on the price of retail duty of each copy of the graphic 
WORK or its arrangements published by the EDITOR and sold by him.

EDITOR is authorized after informing the AUTHOR has deleted by shelling balance or any 
other means , some of the formats in stock if the operation is no longer justified reprints or 
storage , provided it is in able to meet the requests and respond to the obligation under Article X 
above.



Article XI -

With regard to remuneration for private copying of phonograms and video recordings on which the 
WORK is set, the royalty share has come back to the AUTHOR shall be paid by the collecting 
society and the distribution of rights to which he belongs .

Article XII -

l° The accounts will stop on December 31 of each year, they will be sent
accompanied the eventual settlement of rights arising in the course of the quarter following that 
date , provided that states address royalties to the AUTHOR shall comply with the provisions of 
Article L.132 -13 of the ICC.
The accountabilities must be written in French , to include the title of the WORK and amounts 
relating thereto , and by country and sub- editor or publisher. The payment will be made regardless 
of the amount credited to the account of the AUTHOR .

2° AUTHOR may not submit claims on accounts and payment beyond the period of five years , 
pursuant to Article 2270 of the Civil Code, which is of public order .

3° The payment of royalties and equity , calculated on revenue collected by a third party chosen 
for this purpose both by the PUBLISHER and AUTHOR will be made directly to it by third 
parties, at times , in conditions and after deduction of charges fixed by the parties.

Article XIII -

This Agreement is governed by French law.
Jurisdiction is made   specifically for the French courts.  

Done at Manosque, the
In four originals .

AUTHOR   COMPOSER           PUBLISHER


